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Paul Foley

From: hodsdoninc@aol.com
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Paul Foley
Cc: Adam Turner
Subject: High Point Lane / Mini Golf

To the MV Commission. 
 
Concerning Katie's way and the easement to the proposed lumber storage. 
 
You would think by now that the same repeated mistakes by the Commission would have been rectified! And that all 
fellow commissioners pride in Martha's Vineyard would help them to make the correct choice when it comes to the lively 
hood of both parties involved.  
Mr and Mrs. Gosselin have worked hard for over 20 years establishing a family oriented business that with a stroke of the 
pen could make it die. If Mr. Dias, who has many opportunities for land purchases or leasing on the Vineyard proceeds, 
with his proposed quasi lumber yard, this Gosselins small family business will be gone. Why. because they want to use an 
old 20' ROW that will imped families and friends walking the pathway from the parking lot to the main gate with large 
trucks.  Mr. Dias said "large trucks".What does a large truck of building supplies look like if they supply a 35' Micro lam? 
Or 20' framing timbers? How about the windows and doors Mr. Dias is a vender for? Is he expecting us to believe that an 
F350 or smaller is to take those kinds of loads out at specific times of the day? Or that builders themselves will honour the 
speed limit and/or restrictions set by the town or the MVC? 
 
Also 
 
1. An independent and unbiased study HAS NOT been done in regards to entering and or exiting the right of way in 
question.  
2. How can Mr Pachicco divide, subdivide, change the name of the shell game he is doing to his land. It ALL still comes 
down to access and to what parts of that land? 
 To my understanding 
  a. Right of way down Katie's Lane/Way to a large parcel of land owned by the Pachicco Family 
  b. Mr. T Pachicco divides it up into four parcels and gets an easement off High Point Lane so as to have 
access to all FOUR 
    pieces equally. 
  c. One person buys the Southerly most two parcels of land WITH the intent to install a retaining wall all 
along the easement       starting from High Point Lane. 
  d. There is still a granted easement off High point lane to the other two parcels on the north side. 
 
BINGO The easement granted from the Pachiccos 24 years ago down Katie's Way  NOW allow access to only the one 
back  Southerly lot. This is because Katie's Way touches ONLY that lot. 
 
With that, I believe that the easement granted 24 years ago is now void to the entire parcel and should be retracted as it 
no longer serves the purpose to the original parcel of land. And just because a potential buyer wants to combine the two 
lots does not automatically give him/her/it automatic ROW to both parcels since the ROW now only meets one of four 
newly divided lots. And especially after the division was drawn with an accepted easement for all the lots with access from 
High Point Lane,   
 
As a contractor, builder, cabinet maker, for over 40 years, not only do I understand and can read all types of 
plans,construction documents and landscape, I have reviewed historic right of way issues and other concerning the 
construction field, So when I come into the MVC meeting and see protocol moving through twisted channels, along with 
the unprofessional performance that was displayed by the Director and one of the commissioners the other evening, I 
become horrified. Just thinking about how final outcomes happening with this project or maybe others in the future should 
bring us to a sober awakening 
  
It is crucial that this DRI be treated as one. Don't cut corners, don't enact restrictions with a land owner that down the road 
may not be enforced or adhered to. Don't put a small family oriented business out of business. 
 
Dana Hodsdon 
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